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ABSTRACT 

Sanrtia purchased borehole-inclusion stressw^ters *•* 
supplier to measure in sit-j stress chances i- sedde" s^ 
supolied stressmeters were difficult to set i" olace a-
results in bedded salt. Tnese problems were overcome w 
o^aien design. Also a stratw3.3g.2d trsnjduc**- ,HS destj 
with a conventional data logger. 

Due to the nonlinear behavior of bedded salt jile-* 
new empirical calibratior. scheme was devised. In essence, tie 
are calibrated as force transducers and tnis c 31 ibr^ t i "jr. : ;rv"-
to determine the ^el ationshiD between ^nisxia1 "."--ess -•^•••-••-

and the gage's output. 

The stressmete*" ar.£ ca! ibrat''"n uroceoures nave Deer ipD'*.e~ , noe- ~ :" 
conditions and produced viable results. 

Future work will involve finite element analysis to calcrale t he to-
served behavior of the stressneters. The response of the str^ssfiete^s H 
bedded salt is neither that of a true stressmeter or of 3 -/^ s;^"1^':-'-
However, --epeatable calibrations fiake the cages very useful. 

*This wor* was supported oy tne United States Desartment of E^e^o;-. 
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L1TR0DUCTI0N 

In conjunction with the planning for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant 
(W[?P) which may be located near Carlsbad, New Mexico, -^e need was recog
nized for a stressmeter to monitor stress changes in bedded salt. During 
construction of the AIPP facility, in situ stress changes will be monitore-
to verify code predictions and to certify structural integrity. To meet tne 
WIPP requirement', several vibrating-'*!ire stressmeters (VMS) with soft-roc'< 
platens were purchased from IRAQ Gage, inc., Lebanon, NH. Tne principle of 
operation of the VWS is to wedge (preload) a cylinder, woicn has a ore-
lensioned wire stretched diametrically across its bore, into a borecole. By 
calibration, stress changes in the rock are related to tne period of 
oscillation of the pretensioned wire. Since no calibration data was 
available for the VWS in bedded salt, large blocks of bedded salt were 
obtained from the Mississippi Chemical Company potash mine in southeast 'lew 
Mexico for the purpose of rjnrino calibration tests. 

sollowi rg thp conventional calibration procedures,' the V.-.'Ss were 
calibrated in 46 x 46 x 30-centimeter (ĉ ij olocks of bedded salt in a 
universal testing machine. These initial uniaxial calibrations presented 
two problems: 

1. it was difficult to set the cages at the recommenced [>-'ljia, *.r~: 

2. The results were erratic &??. no: r^oeatable. 

In better understand these problems, the VWS and bedded salt were invest -
gated seoarately. This paper discusses the stress-strain characta-" "'• "'c •"-" 
bedded salt, a new platen design to solve the setting oroble", a -e.» s-.'-~ss-
-eter design, a new calibration techniaue, and the field tr-a' res./t^ "*' 
tnese new aporoaches. 

The primary intent of this paper is to describe the character>st -:s •.:••' 
the newly developed borehole-inclusion stressmeters. -!1 roc< tests were 
run in bedded 'jit. An explanation of the benavipr f oeoieo salt Jrce i' 
various loading conditions is beyond the scope of this oaoer. 
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Stress-Strain Characteristics of Bedded Salt 

2 After consulting with W. Wawersik, the type of tests thac should be 
performed in order to better understand the behavior of bedded salt was 
decided upon. Data were obtained from a series of uniaxial loading tests in 
.-/nich stress-strain curves were generated. Loading and unloading were 
recorded from repeated cycles. Specially designed extensometers with a 
30.5-cm span were mounted directly on the salt blocks. Linear variable dis
placement transformers (LVDT) were used to measure the strain, and the cali
brated input of the universal testing machine was used to determine the uni
axial stress level. 

The data from three different salt blocks are shown in Figure 1. Block 
I was ru n through four cycles. Runs 1 and 2 had a maximum input of 12.7 
megapascals (MPa) and runs "3 and 4 had a maximum input of 19.3 MPa. Note 
tnat each succeeding loading tended to follow the preceding unloading. On 
run 3 the input was held at 19.3 MPa for 3 minutes. During this time the 
strain increased by 1200 microstrain but a stressmeter in the sa.ne block did 
not show a change in its reading. The data from Blocks II and III are in
cluded to shod the variations obtained from different blocks. The vari
ations seen ire within +_ 5 percent, which is reasonable for different rock 
samples. 

Figure 1 shows that the stress-strain curve for beGded salt is nonlinear 
and exhibits a large hysteresis. From this data :.f w.is concluded that a 
meaningful calibration of a stressmeter would have to be obtained on the 
first loading cycle. Under mine conditions an increase in the in situ 
stress is the normal occurrence as mining progresses. 

TRAP VW5 Platen Redesign 

The difficulties encountered in setting the VWS with soft rock platens 
(Figure 2) seemed to be :aused by the gage's stiffness. As supplied, the 
platens tended to embed themselves in the salt at the recommendeu preload. 
"o eliminate this problem the area of the platens had to be increased and/or 
the stiffness of the gage reduced. 
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Fig. 2. Cross-sectional view of a VWS in a borehole 

No attempt was made to redesign the basir VWS which appeared to be a 
durable, reliable transducer. However, the way in which the platens apply 
loading to the transducer was investigated with the SANOIA-BMINES computer 
program which uses the finite element method. A complete description of 
the modeling technique used is contained in Reference 3. This study pointed 
out two significant points: 

1. The stiffness of the gage is strongly dependent on the angle 
through which the body of the gage is loaded. As supplied (Figure 2), the 
bottom platen (gage shoe) loads the gage through a 120 degree angle and the 
top of the gage is loaded across the flat of the wedge. This arrangement 

—8 gives a theoretical gage stiffness of 16.3 N/m x 19 . Decreasing the 
loading angle of the gage shoe to a line load gives a stiffness of 9.5 N/m x 
10 -8 or a decrease in stiffness of 41 percent. 
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2. The study pointed out that the calculated gage stiffness depends on 
the portion of the gage that is used as a reference. The above stiffness 
values are referenced to the outer surface of the VWS cylinder. !f the gage 
stiffness is based on the change in diameter of the cylinder bore, a 25 per
cent increase in stiffness results. 

Laboratory experiments were performed to verify the theoretical pre
dictions and the results sre shown in Figure 3. The upper two curves were 
run with the VWS in a press with the top of the gage loaded across the 
cylinder flat and the bottom of the gage in a lucite blo".<. The lucite 
block simulated the bottom half of a 3.8-cm borehole. Decreasing the width 
of the bottom platen from 3.05 cm to 1.27 cm resulted in a decrease in gage 
stiffness of roughly 39 percent. The lower curve was an attempt to simulate 
a line load on the top and bottom of the gage. This configuration resulted 
in the least stiffness. 

Fig. 3 - VWS Sensitivity variations for 
three loading conditions. 
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Using the above r e s u l t s , new p la tens were designed t o p rov ide a l i n e 

load on the top and bottom of the gage. The new p la tens were also l e n g t h 

ened so they would con tac t more o f the bo reho le ' s su r f ace . Extending the 

p la tens beyond the gage body necess i ta ted i iak ing them t h i c k e r so t h a t the 

st ressmeter would be the weakest pa r t o f the assembly. 

4.3cm DIA. BOREHOLE 
\\ ROCK (SIZEAWG ! \ \ 

2.54cm R / 

INSERT 

LOWER PIATEM' 

/ 

SORE HOLE IN ROCK 

. UPPER PLATEN 

M^/im , y, / , / ^ D G \ y " 5 ! 

-STRESS METER-
, INSERT 

/ LOWER 
PLATEN I 

-6 .10 c m -

' PLUG AND BEAM 
— 6.35cm — 

SIDE VIEW 

[NO VIEW 

-A 

Fig. 4 - Extended platen design. 

Figure 4 is a drawing of the extended platen design. The sensor shown 
is a straingaged strassmeter which is described in the following section. 
The extended platen can be approximated by a cantilever beam of rectangular 
cross-section. Equation (1) gives the deflection of a cantilever beam for a 

4 uniformly distributed load. 

• £ 
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where 

6 = deflection, m 
10 = load, N/m 
t = length, m 2 E = modulus of elasticity, N/m 4 I > moment of inertia, m 

Theoretically, the gage stiffness was shown to be 9.6 N/m x 10 . 
Each extended platen supports 19 percent of the total load on the trans
ducer. The stiffness of the extended platen (0.51-cm thic'<, 3.05-cm wide. 
1,14-cm long) calculated from Equation (1), and with F = 2.07 x 10 
N/m 2, { = 0.114 m, and I = 3.37 x 1 0 ~ 1 0 m 4, is 3.77 N/m x 10" S. 
Considering the load supported by the extended platen, the overall result is 
that the platen is 2.07 times stiffer than the vibrating-.«ire transducer. 

The results of the many tests run with the new platen design indicate 
that the platen stiffness is adequate. 

Design of New Rigid Inclusion Stressmeter 

The IRAO-suppIied VMS reauires a special data logger to read its out
put. A stressmeter whose output could be read with a conventional data 
logger was preferred, and a new borehole-inclusion stressmeter was designed 
tn this end. 

Available straingages and bonding cements indicated that a transducer 
could be designed using existing technology. The design of the straingaged 
stressmeter {SGS} is shown in Figure 5. Basically, the transducer consists 
of an outer body with an exterior shape identical to the VWS except for two 
grooves down the sides. The body has a bore with a Morse taper to accept 
the instnmented plug. Four alloy grid straingages (gage factor of 2.05) 
with a thermal coefficient of expansion matched to the brass plug -ire 
mounted on the beam section of the plug. Two of the straingages read the 
compression of the plug and the other two provide temperature compensation 



strain gage 
terminal board 

o ring 

end view 

DRAWING OF SGS TRANSDUCER 
Fig. 5 



for the ̂ eatstone bridge configuration. The side grooves are s*zed so tna: 
the stiffness of the comp _-te transducer essentially matches the stiffness 
of an IRAD VWS. 

An unloaded SGS was temperature cycled in an oven. Gver a temoerac.re 
ronge of 2!°C to 205*C the output with 18 Vdc excitation varies less than *_ 
0.6 millivolts £mV). This is equivalent to + 0.3 MPa (+ 115 o»>5 stress 
change in bedded salt. The calibration of the stressmeters ir, bedded salt 
is discussed in the section entitled "Uniaxial Stress Calibrations •, i Bedded 
Salt." 

A common concei n in using cemented straingages for Innqte'T readies is 
creep of the cedent bond. T o check the stability of the SGS with extended 
olatens a unit was wedged in an aluminum block at more than tnree times the 
normal orsload. The total creep after 75 days was less than 0.6 percent. 

After the develooment o* SGS, both the SSS and the V.-iS .«='» 'oc'jde-l '-
all subsequent laboratory and field testing. 

Split 31or.̂  Calibration 

Ir. tne pas t , exper imenters have attempted t o determine :>~e u ^ i ^ T i ' 

s e n s i t i v i t y f a c t o r o f b o r e h o l e - i n c l u s i o n s t ressmetsrs w i t h -espect •-. 

Voung's modulus f o r the roc'< being mon i to red . ' ' Since scored s a l t does 

not have a constant Voung's modulus (F igure 1 ) , t h i s approach wos not ~sed. 

A new approach was se lec ted to c a l i b r a t e the VWS and SGS in bedded s a ' t . 

F i r s t , by us ing a s p e c i a l l y designed s p l i t bloc'<. the authors 

es tab l i shed a f o r ce -ve rsus -ou tpu t curve fo r each gage ( i n c l u d i n g p l j ' . ens i n i 

s e t t i n g wedge) (F igure 6 ) . With the gage mounted in the s p l i t ^ loc 'v , ~ ^ n - -

versa ! t e s t i n g machine was used t o aPDly kncwn * err.es on the asse~r. iy. 

F igure ' shows t y p i c a l c a l i b r a t i o n curves f o r the VWS a"d £33. : - . t ; g -

sca t t e r ( ^ 2 3 percent ) was found between " i d e n t i c a l " gages to j u s t i f y i - -

d i v i d u a l c a l i b r a t i o n s . Using the Sandia i n t e r a c t i v e s t a t i s t i c a l osc.wage 
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Fig. 6 - Split block 
calibration fixture 

Fig. 7 - Typical block 
calibration cures fir the 
VSW and SGS. 

10 



STATLIB,' l eas t souares m u l t i p U . regress ion ana l ys i s »as jseo :<•• '•'. 

pc l ynon ina l s to the s p l i t block da le . The f i t f o r the J'tii curve s n o. * r •" 

Figure 7 is g iven hy Eauat ion ( 2 ) . 

F = 222.67 + 3 9 . 9 " x , s r - 2.174/E-2 ; ; ; . - ' 

» a.0707E-(5 f i C l 3 

^nere 

F = f o r c e , N 

L\ = count 

S i - n i l a r l y , the S5S curve in Figure 7 rt?s f i t t e d w i t h Ea' ;?t" .os ; ' 3 ^ 5nrj ; 3 ^ ' . 

F = 4 1 . 9 2 + 2 0 1 6 . 5 U 7 ) - 1 2 : . ' : . • 

+ 6 . 2 5 2 U V : ' 

f o r 

where 

F = f o r c e , '' 

4 7 = de l t a v o l t a g e , ~y 

F = -3153.1 * l 7 - 1 . 5 ( i V ; 

fo r 

i'.' J> 10 -V 
.vnere 

4 V 
= f o r c e , N 
= delta voltage, T/ 



From these equations it is easy tc determine the preload setting force 
and any subsequent force on the gage due to changes in the rock stress. 
Sepeated split-block calibrators on an SGS, which »jas removed from the 
split block after each run, indicated that each point was repeatable to 
»ithin ^ 0.3 mV. 

An empirical approach was used to relate the force on the stressmeter to 
changes in rock stress. These tests are described in the following section. 

Uniaxial Stress Calibrations in Bedded Salt 

The test equipment that was available for loading salt bloci-s dictated 
that two opposite faces be loaded while the remaining surfaces stayed free. 
With this type of test setup, the salt blocks were made as large as possible 
while the capability of 13 MPa stress changes in a 2.7-megane..tons (MN) uni
versal testing machine was maintained. The 61 x 61 x 30.5-cm blocks witn a 
4.78-cm borehole in the center of the large face kept the free surfaces 12.8 
radii from the borehole. To provide data on block size effects, 15.2 x 15.2 
x 12.6-cm blocks were also used for calibration. Figure 3a shows the n le 
block test setup and 3b shows the small block test setup. 

The change in force on the stressmeter versus input stress changes is 
shown in Figure 9 (VWS) and Figure 10 (SGS). The change in force on the 
stressrceters was determined by using the gage output and the split-block 
calibration data. Input stress was obtained from the calibrated input force 
read on the universal testing machine divided by the area loaded. 

The data from the SGS fall in a tighter band but the spreads seen on the 
VWS are reasonable for different rock samples. Notice that there is little 
difference between the small and large block calibration curves. Figure 9 
includes the unloading curve for large Slock II. Once the knee of the cali
bration curve (6-7 MPa) has been exceeded, the unloading curve deviates from 
the loading curve. 
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b) - Small block test 
setups. 

Fig. 8 - Blocks of salt used for .uniaxial stress calibration 

Fig. 9 - Delta force on 
VSW versus changes in 
salt. 

Fig. 10 - Delta force 
on SGS versus changes 
in salt. 
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By comparing Figures 9 and 10, it can be seen that the 7WS large block 
data essentially include the SGS data. Based on this observation, the cali
bration curve for stressmeters was taken from the SGS Tata (JN0Q4 and SNC06 
not shown) recor :d on large Block III. Two straight lines were used to fit 
the data. The?' craight lines, whicn were determined by least sauares with 
multiple readings, dra given in Equation (d) below. 

"Pa = 0 . 9 W f a f ) 

r /her" 

for 

ar < 6.16 k ilonevitons JkN) 

"•Pa « stress cnan^e in bedded s.aK 
F • force change on gage, k'1 

MPa = 3 .463 + 0 . 3 7 2 7 U F ) 

aF > 6 . 1 6 KN 

(«b) 

MPa = stress change in bedded salt 
iiF « force change on gage, kN 

The preceding sections described how the stressmeter cal ibrat ion data for 
bedded salt were obtained. To implement t!ie cal ibrat ion da"j the following 
procedure is used: 

1. A least-squares multiple regression curve is f i t to 
force-versus-gage output curve (Figure 7). 

2. Similar ly, a curve is f i t to the stress-versus gage-force curve 
(Figure ^O). 
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3. The i n i t i a l setting force (- 6.5 kN) is subtracted f ro* a l 1 SUD-
sequent readings so that changes in stress ar? indicated. 

4. The above curves are incorporated in a computer code rfhicn ca l 
culates stress change for specific gage outputs. 

Field Trial Mississippi Chemical Mine 

Recently, WISs and SGSs were installed in pillars in tne Mississippi 
Ciemical Company potash mine. The mining being monitored utilized a 
90-percent extraction ratio. Therefore, as mining progressed, the remaining 
support pillars ultimately failed. In sitj pillar stress changes -Jut to :he 
mining were successfully monitored until after pillar slabfiny had 
occurred. The VWSs were recorded manually once a day, and the SGSs were 
monitored hourly on a conventional dats logge-. The data recorded Sy SGS, 
SN002, and VWS, No. 3^9, ars shown in Figure 11. Good *gree*ient was ob
tained between the VMS and SGS. However, after the above VWS reached its 
•naximu.̂  reading fount change of roughly 22G0), a drop in stress was in
dicated. A corresponding drop did not occur in the SGS readings. In iact, 
tne SGS output continued to rise until an induced stress change of 27.6 MPa 
was reached. The plateau seen on t.he SC-S record corresponds to the tins 
period during which the mining equipment was shut down for iT.ainienance. 

200 201 202 2CB 

T l«£ IK JULIAN DAIS 

Fig. 11 - Mississippi Chemical Co. 
borehole-inclusion stressmeter data 
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Subsequent laboratory tests on the VWS duplicated the mine behavior wnen 
the input exceeded the range of the gage. The VWS with extended platens has 
a maximum range of 12-14 MPa. In other words, when the range of the VWS is 
exceeded an artifical drop in readings can occur. This behavior of the VWS 
is apparently due to the excitation of harmonics in the wire. 

In the Mississippi Chemical Company experiment, an SGS, SN003, was in
stalled in one pillar while a previously installed SGS, SN002, was in
dicating a stress change of 20.6 MPa. These data are also shown in Figu-e 
11. SGS, SN003, shows a rapidly increasing stress change to a value 
approximately 14 percent below the reading on SGS, SN0C2. Cable failure 
occurred on SGS, SN003, at this point. The following section describes a 
laboratory experiment which investigates this behavior in prestressed salt. 

Laboratory Investigation of Prestressed Salt 

For this experiment a small salt block (15.5 x 15.2 x 12.7 cm) was pre
loaded to a stress of 6.73 MPa in a universal testing machine. An SGS was 
then set in the block. After 43 hours the input stress was increased to 
9.04 MPa. Twenty-nine hours later the input stress was increased to 11.30 
MPa. These results are shown in Figure 12. Observe that a behavior similar 
to the Mississippi Chemical Company experiment was obtained. Once the knee 
of the stress-strain curve for bedded salt (6-7 MPa) (Figure 1) is exceeded, 
the meter readings approach the in situ stress. 

n 
10 
-j 

a. S 

I ' 
„, 6 
un 5 

§ 4 

'i 

I 
0 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
TIME R D A Y S 

Fig. 12 - Data from laboratory 
investigation of prestressed salt 

SMALL SALT BLOCK TEST 
SGS 
SN006 
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These results suggest another experiment. What will a borehole-
inclusion meter read in bedded salt, which is seeing only tne overburde i? 
Plans are underway to perform this experiment sometime Curing 1979. 

Summary a> J Conclusions 

The new platen design described in this paper provides for easy instal
lation and repeatable readings when borehole-inclusion stressmeters are used 
in bedded salt. 

An SGS has been designed witn sensitivity comparable to that of the 
VWS. The SGS also has a linear output, and a range that is at least three 
times as great as the vibrating wire unit; it can also be recorded on con
ventional data loggers. 

An empirical approach was used to calibrate the incljsion stressmeters 
in bedded salt. Field trials using this approach produced results in bedded 
salt which appear viable. 

The experiments run with the inclusion stressmeters and on bedded salt 
indicate that the stressmeters are neither a true stressmeter nor a true 
strainmeter. The shape of the calibration curve indicates that they are 
somewhat in between. During the salt-block calibrations it was found that 
under high constant loads (19.3 MPa) the strain readings increased while the 
stressmeter readings remained constant. Finite element techniaues are 
planned to see if it is possible to calculate the observed behavior of the 
stressmeters in bedded salt. 

It is hoped that the stressmeter technique discussed in this paper w i " 
provide reliable data which will permit code development and a better under
standing of the behavior of bedded salt under various loading conditions. 
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